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                  Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust is a voluntary charitable organisation which cares for Lincolnshire's wildlife and countryside. Founded in 1948, the Trust covers the whole of the historic county of Lincolnshire - from the Humber to the Wash.
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                  Fact of the month


Minke whale vocalisations can reach 150 decibels - that’s the same as a jet plane taking off!

Find out more about minke whales below.
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                  Take our quiz below to find out which UK moth you are. Will you be an energetic hummingbird hawk-moth, or maybe a humble but marvellous peppered moth...
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                  If you're looking for a local wildlife event, you've come to the right place! From pond-dipping to bat hunts, wildlife talks to birdwatching walks, you're bound to find something to enjoy.
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            Hibernation – wildlife’s winter survival strategy

        

        

    
    
        The Wildlife Trusts’ youth activism manager, Arran Wilson, draws on his background as a lecturer in zoology to explore what exactly hibernation is, and which animals rely on it to get through…
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            2023 Marine Futures Interns Blog Week 17: Presenting to the Conservation Strategy Team

        

        

    
    
        We attended Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust’s Conservation Strategy Team meeting last week, where we had the pleasure of presenting our projects to the group and creating discussion over feedback.
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            Draft Environment Bill Published Today

        

        

    
    
        The Wildlife Trusts call for major improvements to draft Environment Bill to put nature into recovery.
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        The Fens East Peat Partnership (FEPP) is working on restoring peatland sites in low-lying areas of Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Suffolk to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and keep carbon locked in, benefitting the environment, people and wildlife.
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            Fens East Peat Partnership awarded 'substantial' restoration grant by the Government

        

        

    
    
        The Fens East Peat Partnership (FEPP) are excited to announce they have been awarded a substantial “Restoration Grant” by Government as part of their progressive Nature for Climate Peatland Grant…
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            2023 Marine Interns Blog Week 1: Welcoming the Marine Futures East Coast Interns

        

        

    
    
        Welcome to the opening 2023 blog from the two new marine interns, Sian Peace and Jasmine Brown.
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            Local site shortlisted as proposed Highly Protected Marine Area

        

        

    
    
        Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust is delighted to hear suggested sites are progressing to the next stage of the HPMA designation process.
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            Field cow-wheat

        

        

    
    
        Once widespread, this attractive plant has declined as a result of modern agricultural practices and is now only found in four sites in South East England.
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            Nature reserves closed following tidal surge

        

        

    
    
        The tidal surge on 5 December 2013 exceeded the level reached in 1953, possibly two metres above normal levels, causing serious problems at our coastal sites
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            2023 Marine Futures Interns Blog Week 16: Attending the Greater Lincolnshire Nature Partnership’s Annual Conference

        

        

    
    
        We were fortunate enough to attend the GLNP’s Annual Conference: Local Nature Recovery Strategy (LNRS) Update last week, where we gained insight into how the LNRS will be delivered, and what work…
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        The Trust has worked for almost 70 years protecting wildlife and wild places, and educating, influencing and empowering people. We manage almost 100 of the best sites for wildlife in Lincolnshire, North Lincolnshire and North-East Lincolnshire.
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